INDOOR TREASURE HUNT

OBJECT OF THE GAME:
Find as many items on the list as possible. Bonus points for finding them all!

TIPS:
- Ask small children to point at found items on a supervised hunt.
- Ask older children to take a photo of each item found.

ITEMS TO FIND:
- something that belongs outdoors
- something that has 3 colors in it
- something with numbers on it
- something square
- something that bends without breaking
- something you borrowed from someone
- something smaller than your thumb
- something soft, but not bendable
- something that holds other things
- something that hasn't been used before
- something that smells good
- something that has 2 purposes
- something you can throw away
- something that has been reused
- something you can share
- something taller than you
- something that makes quiet sounds
- something that feels bumpy
- something that makes you laugh
- something bigger than your hand

Source: https://activeparents.ca/indoor-scavenger-hunts-for-kids/